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Executive summary 

Plastics use has come under intense scrutiny over the last year. Prompted by headlines like ‘More plastic than 
fish in the oceans by 20501‘ and ‘UN commits to stop ocean plastic waste2‘, consumers and regulators have turned 
their attention to an issue that has escaped mainstream focus until recently. Plastics concerns are well past a 
tipping point of public concern and regulatory action. 

Plastics manufacturers most at risk 

The impacts to date have been relatively modest and focused on narrow areas. While individual plastic products 
have found themselves in the limelight, the issue spreads much further than carrier bags, micro beads or straws. 
We apply a broader lens to the wider plastics landscape, assessing the areas of consumer packaging likely to 
face the most pressure, the companies that supply those products and the raw materials they contain.  

While consumer companies have been most visibly affected by the increased attention, the impacts elsewhere 
in the plastics value chains – among packaging companies and raw material suppliers – are likely to be more 
intense and disruptive. We have looked through that value chain to assess potential risks, the companies 
exposed to them and the steps some leaders are taking. We expect the biggest impacts to be felt by 
manufacturers of plastic packaging. 

                                                           
1 G. Wearden, ‘More plastic than fish in the sea by 2050, says Ellen MacArthur’, The Guardian, January 2016. 
2 R. Harrabin, ‘UN commits to stop ocean plastic waste’, BBC News, December 2017. 

Public and policymaker interest in plastic waste at historical highs 

 
Source: EUR-Lex database, Google. 
*2018 is annualised value based on Q1 values. 

Consumer plastics touch a range of industries 

 
Source: Schroders. 
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Plastic packaging companies 
exposed to consumer markets 
could face an average 14% 
negative impact to earnings

These are opportunities for 
waste management 
companies with market 
growth of up to 9%

Improvements in bioplastics 
technology could see bioplastics 
take 40% of traditional polymer 
market share by 2030 (2018: 3–4%)

Soft drinks companies who fail to 
innovate on packaging could see 
margins fall by 5% but leading HPC 
could see improvements of 2%

Only around 6% of global 
oil production is used to 
make plastic

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/19/more-plastic-than-fish-in-the-sea-by-2050-warns-ellen-macarthur
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-42239895
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Industry impacts  

While the impacts of a growing backlash against plastics use are likely to be strongest among plastic 
manufacturers, every step of the value chain will feel the effects: 

– Consumer companies will need to reduce plastics use, by substituting single use plastics for alternative 
materials or redesigning or reducing packaging. A long list of companies has already announced plans to 
change their approaches to packaging use. For instance, Costa Coffee has launched a nationwide recycling 
scheme, Coca Cola (which has recently announced its acquisition of Costa) has committed to collect and 
recycle the equivalent of all its packaging in Western Europe by 2030 and McDonald’s plans to make all of its 
packaging renewable or recyclable by 2025. There will be costs to retooling equipment, reconfiguring 
supply chains and in some cases higher materials costs. However, our analysis shows that companies 
already adapting to these trends may benefit. Cost savings achieved by lower packaging use, improved 
consumer perceptions and reduced regulatory risks could contribute to higher margins for food producers 
and household and personal product companies. We find that soft drinks companies carrying on with 
business-as-usual face the biggest downside risks 

– Packaging companies face bigger challenges. Currently, 37% of consumer packaging is plastic3, the 
outlook for which is clearly challenged. On the other hand, leaders that are able to develop sustainable 
alternatives – like bioplastics or improved recyclability – will emerge from these challenges stronger. They 
should be able to establish distinctive products for which they have pricing leverage, replacing their current 
reliance on traditional commodity plastics categories. While some major players are already directing their 
innovation efforts to developing more sustainable packaging, we believe that innovation is too slow to allow 
the industry as a whole to pivot away from traditional plastics undamaged. Our analysis of the operating 
profit exposures of individual packaging companies highlights the value of leadership, with well-placed 
companies suffering little impact and laggards seeing up to one-third of earnings at risk 

– Chemicals companies are starting to develop compostable, bio-based plastics as well as different types of 
polymers that can achieve reductions in material used. Bioplastics and compostable materials are starting 
to gain traction. Some commentators predict the bioplastic market is set to grow at a 30% compound 
annual growth rate to 2030 (from 2013), compared to an average of 3% growth for fossil-based plastic. 4  
Bio-based plastics have their flaws: they are loosely defined; can be hard to recycle; more expensive to 
make; and not yet available in large quantities. But improvements in cellulose conversion technology are 
expected to enhance the quality, quantity and cost. As manufacturers face pressure from their consumer-
facing customers, the more innovative companies should gain market share. Most of those beneficiaries 
appear likely to emerge from the current industry leaders 

– Waste utility and recycling companies are likely to benefit from growing demand for end-of-life recycling 
and reuse. Recent Chinese waste import restrictions, coupled with increased political and regulatory 
pressure on plastic waste, create a potential springboard for the recycling industry. New geographies, new 
applications and new products could lead to market growth of 7–9%. Picking out winners from a 
fragmented, highly competitive industry is challenging and we think localised solutions will be key 

– Oil is the main raw material used in plastics production. However, 4–8% of global oil production is used to 
make plastic5, of which an estimated half is used for packaging. As a result, the impact on that market  
is likely to be modest, although the issue unhelpfully compounds the wider challenges facing the  
energy sector 

Single use plastics have become ubiquitous in today’s consumer product industries and value chains. We 
expect pressures to spread from the specific niches on which attention has focused so far, to the wider range 
of products contributing to a global environmental challenge that has begun to move from ecological concern 
to economic driver. 

                                                           
3 Neil-Boss, N. & Brooks, K. ‘Unwrapping the Packaging Industry’, Ernst & Young, 2013. 
4 ‘Global Bioplastics Market Predicted To Grow 350%’, Energy and Gold, March 2016. 
5 New Plastics Economy: Rethinking the Future, Ellen MacArthur Foundation, December 2017. 

https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/Unwrapping_the_packaging_industry_%E2%80%93_seven_factors_for_success/$FILE/EY_Unwrapping_the_packaging_industry_-_seven_success_factors.pdf
http://energyandgold.com/2016/03/10/an-enormous-investment-opportunity-in-a-rapidly-growing-space/
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/publications/NPEC-Hybrid_English_22-11-17_Digital.pdf
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Beyond the ‘Attenborough effect’ 

Challenging consensus on plastic packaging increase 

Plastic packaging consumption is on the rise, propelled by an emerging middle class and a growing demand 
for convenience. 

However, it is increasingly clear that growing plastics use and the expanding disposable economy creates side 
effects, upon which social and political scrutiny is increasingly focused – as illustrated by research from the UN 
Environmental Programme below. 

Regulation has risen across regions. For example, India has banned the manufacture of multi-layer plastics, 
and the phase-out of lightweight plastic bags has already proliferated globally. 

 
 

Global plastic packaging market, 2014–2020 (kilo tons) (USD billion) 

 
Source: Zion Research Analysis, 2016. 

Estimated number of new regulations on single-use plastics entering into force at the national level 
worldwide 

 
Source: Single Use Plastics: A Roadmap for Sustainability, UNEP, 2018. 
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Re-imagining waste management  

According to the World Bank, the quantity of waste and costs related to its treatment are likely to double by 
20256. Costs of waste management have generally not to date been borne by companies but by governments, 
end customers and society. Waste collection costs vary greatly by region ranging from $20–250 a tonne, while 
landfill costs $10–100 tonne. Sentiment on who should bear these costs is changing, and potential 
opportunities are rising. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation estimates that after a short first-use cycle, 95% of 
plastic packaging material, costing $80–120 billion annually to produce, is lost to the economy7; it is only a 
matter of time before this value is recaptured. 

Meanwhile, there is huge disparity in recycling rates globally and progress in some regions remains slow. 

                                                           
6 ’What a Waste’ report shows alarming rise in amount, costs of garbage’, World Bank, June 2012. 
7 New Plastics Economy: Rethinking the Future, Ellen MacArthur Foundation, December 2017. 

Plastic bag phase-out is a global phenomenon 

 
Source: Wikipedia. 

Phase out of lightweight plastic bags around the world
Plastic bags banned
A tax on some plastic bags 
Voluntary tax agreement
Partial tax or ban (municipal or regional levels)

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2012/06/06/report-shows-alarming-rise-in-amount-costs-of-garbage
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/publications/NPEC-Hybrid_English_22-11-17_Digital.pdf
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Recycling rate of plastic packaging waste in the EU in 2015 

 
Source: Statista, Eurostat. 

Plastic waste recycling/management Asia (2015) 

 
Source: BAML, July 2018. 
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Regulatory changes already afoot 

Regulation has gained further traction in the last 12 months, with proposed regulations and voluntary 
targets from individual companies, national governments and the UN: 

– July 2017: China announced that it will no longer import plastic waste 

– December 2017: UN Plastics ban signed by nearly 200 countries. The aim of the ban is to eliminate plastic 
waste from polluting oceans. The resolution commits all signatories to start monitoring volumes of plastic 
waste and explore a legally binding instrument within the next 18 months 

– January 2018: The UK government published its 25 Environmental Plan which focused on biodiversity and 
eliminating plastic waste, followed by a consultation on single use plastic tax in March 2018 

– January 2018: The EU announced its vision for a ‘circular economy’, stating that by 2030, all plastic 
packaging will be easily recyclable, more than 50% of plastic waste would be recycled (currently around 
27%), and recycling capacity would increase fourfold 

– May 2018: The European Commission put forward a plan to ban almost all single use plastics, to be voted in 
May 2019 

– May 2018: The American Chemistry Council’s Plastic Division has announced a goal of ensuring 100% of 
plastic packaging is to be reused, recycled, or recovered by 20408 

– June 2018: Five of the G7 countries adopted a plastics charter pledging to recycle and reuse 55% of plastic 
packaging by 2030 and recover all plastic by 2040 

– 2017–18: Aside from plastic bag bans, India, Japan and Taiwan have introduced some form of ‘producer 
responsibility’ for plastic waste, and Malaysia, South Korea and Taiwan have introduced consumer waste 
charging systems 

Plastic packaging represents 26%9 of the total volume of plastics used, so reduction in its use has material 
impacts for the consumer sector, and throughout the packaging and polymer supply chain. The associated 
impacts on waste management will have further impacts on the utility sector. 

The market response to plastic bans has thus far been underwhelming. In our view, risks are growing 
sufficiently that assessing the potential impacts is becoming increasingly critical. The quotations below 
summarise the state of conflict among industry and politics as to where the impacts and opportunities lie. In 
the subsequent sections, we analyse impacts on the consumer, materials, and waste industries. 

 

                                                           
8 ‘US plastics resin producers set circular economy goals to recycle or recover 100% of plastic packaging by 2040’, American Chemistry 
Council press release, May 2018. 
9 New Plastics Economy: Rethinking the Future, Ellen MacArthur Foundation, December 2017. 

We need plastics, plastic is everywhere. The idea is just to make it more 
recyclable and reusable. It’s not like a war on the industry, it is more trying 
to make the shift [to a circular economy].

The European Commission, January 2018

Recycling will be key, but plastic reduction must also be prioritised. 
Ultimately, there is just too much being produced.

Iceland’s Head of Packaging, March 2018

A radical and joint rethink of both design and after-use processes will be 
required, in addition to other measures such as stimulating demand for 
secondary raw materials.

Jean-Louis Chaussade, CEO of Suez, January 2016

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/dec/07/chinese-ban-on-plastic-waste-imports-could-see-uk-pollution-rise
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-environment-un-pollution/nearly-200-nations-promise-to-stop-ocean-plastic-waste-idUKKBN1E02FY
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/25-year-environment-plan
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/circular-economy/pdf/plastics-strategy.pdf
https://www.americanchemistry.com/Media/PressReleasesTranscripts/ACC-news-releases/US-Plastics-Producers-Set-Circular-Economy-Goals-to-Recycle-or-Recover-100-Percent-of-Plastic-Packaging-by-2040.html
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/publications/NPEC-Hybrid_English_22-11-17_Digital.pdf
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Consumer companies – kickstarting the movement 

Packaging focus 

Plastics have a range of uses from water pipes and car interiors to building materials and food packaging. We 
think this latter category faces the greatest regulation risk as plastic packaging accounts for 26% of the volume 
of plastics used, but it has the shortest life cycle, often just single use. The consumer sector makes a significant 
contribution to ocean plastics, on which policy focus has been particularly acute. Not only are governments and 
consumers concerned about the negative environmental impacts of this pollution, but increasingly concerns are 
being raised about the impact on our food chain. Plastic found in seafood is a popular headline, but more 
recently a World Health Organisation study highlighted the presence of micro-plastics in bottled water10. 

So what does this increased focus on consumer packaging mean for the staples sector? We think there are a 
range of possible outcomes including packaging innovation, light-weighting existing packaging, moving to a 
circular economy and the risk of single use plastic tax. We have quantified these costs and opportunities to 
understand the potential impact on company profit margins using the following methodology: 

1. Understanding sector exposure. Using the total natural capital cost, calculated by environmental 
research firm Trucost, the food producer, soft drinks and household and personal care sectors were 
shown to have the greatest environmental impact. The natural capital cost quantifies the 
environmental impact of plastic use. This captures greenhouse gas emissions, air and water 
pollutants and water consumption. It looks at the life-cycle impact from up-stream (raw material 
extraction and plastic manufacturing), to consumer use, to end-of-life (recycling, incineration, landfill 
and subsequent impact on freshwater, marine and terrestrial eco-systems)11. Consumer sectors have 
a high environmental cost as a result of short lifecycles. Plastic food packaging will have a much 
shorter lifecycle than a plastic toy or plastics used to make a shoe sole. 

Total natural capital cost and intensity of selected sectors 

 
Corresponds approximately to over 80 million tonnes of plastic. Trucost calculations derived from, but not limited to, World Bank 
[7]; Plastics Europe [8]; Eurostat [9] and the US EPA [10] datasets (full set of references and methodologies available in 
appendices 3 and 4 of this report). 

 

                                                           
10 Readfearn, G. ‘WHO launches health review after microplastics found in 90% of bottled water’, March 2018. 
11 ‘Valuing plastic: the business case for measuring, managing and disclosing plastic use in the consumer goods industry’,  
UNEP and Trucost, 2014. 
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2. Single-use plastic tax: internalising costs. If the natural capital costs imposed by the six companies 
included in the food sector of the graph above were internalised, then 81% of their operating profit 
would be lost. It is not realistic to assume that unpriced externalities may be crystallised on that scale 
via a single use plastic tax. For example, the environmental cost of sending coffee cups to landfill is 
unknown, but the initial UK coffee cup tax proposal was 10% of the retail price of a take-away coffee. 
Therefore, in our analysis we apportioned 10% of the additional environmental cost for the sector 
leaders in the form of a plastic tax and 25% for laggards. We think sector leaders who are already 
using some recycled content or light-weighting packaging may be partially exempt from a potential 
plastics tax. 

3. Offsetting plastic tax: cost savings and opportunities. We also looked at how potential plastic 
taxes could be offset through savings. The consumer sector already provides examples of cost 
savings through light-weighting packaging. Analysis from Trucost suggests that savings of up to 
12.17% can be achieved through these efficiencies alone. Again we applied a different level of cost 
saving benefit to costs of goods sold for leaders and laggards. Sector laggards may respond to taxes 
and launch recycled packaging but the savings will be lower as they will have to invest more heavily 
in R&D and adapt manufacturing processes. 

Results  

Our analysis of the impact across sector profitability margins highlights soft drinks companies as the most 
exposed to potential plastics tax. More importantly, the potential impacts on better or worse placed companies 
could drive a material wedge in profitability. Laggards in the soft drinks sector might see margins drop by as 
much as 5%, while leaders in the household and personal goods sector may see cost savings contributing up to 
2% to margin improvement. We expect food producers to see equal upside and downside risk depending on 
their current packaging strategy.  

Company impacts/responses 

We have seen a range of response from companies and have summarised corporate policies and 
commitments below: 

 
Source: Schroders. 

Kraft Heinz
– Some packaging is not 

recyclable and the 
company has not set 
any targets

Starbucks
– The company has 

withdrawn from its earlier 
commitments to 
sustainable packaging

Business as usual

Whitbread
– Launched new recycling 

scheme with suppliers 
in the UK

McDonald's 
– To make all its packaging 

from renewable or 
recyclable sources by 2025 
(10% recycling penetration 
currently)

Wetherspoons, Wagamama and 
Pizza Express 
– Have all taken steps to reduce 

plastic waste, starting with a 
ban on plastic straws

Unilever 
– Commits to 100% recyclable 

plastic packaging by 2025
P&G 
– To ensure 90% of its 

packaging is recyclable by 
2020 (other 10% is plastic film 
and sachets which are more 
complex to recycle)

New initatives

Coca Cola 
– To collect and recycle 

equivalent of all its packaging 
usage in Western Europe by 
2030 (120 billion bottles used 
currently) and to ensure all its 
bottles have an average 50% 
recycled content by 2030

Danone 
– To make all Evian brand water 

bottle from recycled plastic 
by 2025

Iceland (UK frozen food retailer) 
– To eliminate plastic packaging 

from its own-brand products 
by 2023

Sector leaders
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Packaging companies – choosing the right alternatives 

Shifting trends 

Paper and plastic currently make up respectively 34% and 37% of the consumer packaging market. We believe 
the plastic packaging value chain is facing a transition away from traditional fossil-based plastic 
consumer packaging. Trending away from plastic towards paper has limitations, so we foresee profound 
impacts on the plastic packaging subsector, which will need to innovate its products and rethink  
business models.  

We have focused here on the impacts on companies providing mainly plastic consumer packaging. While the 
impact from initial regulations and plastic reduction efforts have had very little effect on total volumes, if that 
pressure continues to translate into action across the plastic packaging spectrum, the impacts could be 
significant. We have observed several potentially disruptive trends: 

i. Increase in bio-based feedstocks, and rising scrutiny. The bioplastic market is set to grow at 30% CAGR 
to 2030 (from 2013), compared to an average of 3% growth for fossil-based plastic. The EU is looking to 
define bioplastic (currently both ‘bio-based’ and ‘biodegradable’ are known as ‘bioplastics’, but both have 
different meanings), and companies need to ensure their strategies and communications are rigorous. 
Compostable products also need better definition: most still lack the infrastructure to compost them and 
currently end up in landfill/incineration.  

ii. Emphasis on recycled feedstocks. Currently incur higher costs and issues around quality and 
consistency particularly when used in food packaging, but costs are coming down. Strictly regulated for 
food packaging. 

iii. Increased demand for genuinely recyclable end-products. Most materials are already recyclable but 
many do not get recycled – they end up as litter, landfill or incineration. Companies using polymers that 
are difficult to recycle (see table below, ‘Not all plastics are created equal’) will either have to invest to 
change the technology they use, or risk the future of that product.  

iv. Reduce plastic via efficiencies in packaging. e.g. using less material to make the same packaging, or 
using renewable energy to make the manufacturing process greener. This could impact the raw materials 
companies (i.e. petrochems).  

v. Transition to paper/glass/metal packaging has its limitations. Whereas certain plastic uses can easily 
be replaced, often plastic is necessary for safety, shelf life, lightweighting, etc. Producing plastic more 
sustainably is key. 

Global packaging by end market, 2012 
 

Global packaging by type, 2012 

 

 

 
Source: EY analysis.  Source: EY analysis. 
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Not all plastics are created equal: Ease of substitution and recyclability of different plastic types 

Plastic type Non- 
packaging uses 

Packaging/ 
food uses 

Ease of substitution 
(1–5, 5 being most substitutable) 

Recyclability 
(1–5, 5 being most recyclable) 

Comments 

1. Polyethylene 
terephthalate 
(PET) 

 

 

Thermal 
insulation, tapes, 
conveyor belts, 
seat belts. (also 
known as 
polyester – used  
in clothing). 

Soda and water bottles, beer 
bottles, mouthwash. Boil in 
the bag pouches. Usually 
clear. Make up 60% of Coca 
Cola’s packaging.  
 

 

4  Recycled or bio materials can be a good 
substitute. Big brands moving towards 
bioplastics eg Coke. Single-use water bottles 
likely to fall. 
PLA (poly-lactic acid) is a corn starch- 
derived product which can be used to make 
PET bottles. 
PEF (polyethylene furanoate) uses biomass 
and has superior qualities to PET.  

5 Easy, picked up by most kerbside 
recycling schemes. 

 PET waste is processed through 
food-grade recycling systems. Can 
only be recycled into another 
bottle 3 times due to quality. Can 
also be recycled into fabric. 

Volumes of virgin plastic bottles 
likely to decrease. 

2. High density 
polyethylene 
(PE) (HDPE)  
 

 

Water pipes, 
dustbins.  

Usually opaque – milk bottles, 
detergent, cereal box  
liners, shampoo. 
 

 

3 Poly resins can be substituted for wood- 
based products. Recycled materials can be a 
good substitute. 

4 Easily recyclable, collected  
at kerbside. 

Volumes of virgin plastic products 
to stay flat or decrease over  
long term. 

3. Polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) 
 

 

Extensive uses in 
construction 
industry, electrical 
insulation, piping. 

Cosmetic containers, cooking 
oil, some cleaning products. 
 

      

5 Already subject to phase-out in consumer 
packaging due to potential health effects, can 
be replaced by paper/board or other plastics.  

1 Not easily recycled  Not affected by new legislation as 
already in decline. Industrial  
use persists. 

4. Low density 
polyethylene 
(PE) (LDPE) 
 

 

Electrical 
insulation, toys, 
buckets.  

Containers, films, plastic 
bags, bread bags, coating of 
paper for packaging, cling 
film, squeeze bottles,  
bin bags. 

     

3 Flexible qualities are hard to replicate for 
certain uses. 

 Plastic bags are relatively easy to reuse or 
substitute (single use plastic bags already 
subject to bans). 

1 Not currently recyclable at 
kerbside, few systems for sorting 
and collecting. Can interfere with 
recycling sorting machinery. 
Product info/logos can  
prevent recycling. 

 Can be recycled into compost bins, 
panelling, gutters.  

Usage likely to be squeezed due to 
falling demand for plastic bags and 
low recyclability.  

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiztrqh_bbZAhVZFMAKHUUcCnoQjRwIBw&url=https://pixabay.com/en/recycle-1-pet-recycling-plastic-98854/&psig=AOvVaw0RGIzOnKhnkFYTYe4omY-v&ust=1519301478150360
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi3jo6z_rbZAhWpC8AKHeS2DQcQjRwIBw&url=https://www.tradeindia.com/fp1280812/Pet-Plastic-Bottle.html&psig=AOvVaw0RGIzOnKhnkFYTYe4omY-v&ust=1519301478150360
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjR7IXf_rbZAhUsIsAKHasnB_kQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-density_polyethylene&psig=AOvVaw0rLNJz6azTiWvocavMc4ZH&ust=1519301871145770
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjgmb7V_rbZAhXLDMAKHQwsD2kQjRwIBw&url=https://www.tradeindia.com/fp3875697/HDPE-Plastic-Bottles.html&psig=AOvVaw0rLNJz6azTiWvocavMc4ZH&ust=1519301871145770
http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-plastic-recycling-symbol-pvc-3-plastic-recycling-code-pvc-3-vector-121117800.html
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjS3K34_rbZAhXmAsAKHbTuBw8QjRwIBw&url=http://www.keeptruckeegreen.org/guide/3-plastic-pvc/&psig=AOvVaw1y1pdfM7wPliT_v5Qn6mXX&ust=1519301930014413
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiW5_WX_7bZAhVEF8AKHUV_AqcQjRwIBw&url=http://www.durapak.net/pvc-box-tuck.htm&psig=AOvVaw3_JedNZEtznn-0VTuX5gqq&ust=1519301996709613
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/00/Symbol_Resin_Code_4_LDPE.svg
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwip49DNgbfZAhUmJsAKHS98CsEQjRwIBw&url=https://www.egypt-business.com/Ticker/details/1741-Global--LDPE-Packaging-Market-Research-Report-Analysis-2017-2022/166973&psig=AOvVaw3QYhbJDuw3nqpENolQS-0P&ust=1519302565118548
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiu6rjjgbfZAhVFK8AKHQ3xBvkQjRwIBw&url=http://www.tradekorea.com/product/detail/P229833/LDPE-Zip-lock-Bags---Reclosable-Bags.html&psig=AOvVaw3JNmoGX1SJe249in45CvC3&ust=1519302701214684
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Plastic type Non- 
packaging uses 

Packaging/ 
food uses 

Ease of substitution 
(1–5, 5 being most substitutable) 

Recyclability 
(1–5, 5 being most recyclable) 

Comments 

5. Polypropelene 
(PP) 

 

 

Wide variety of 
applications 
including textiles 
(rope), plastic parts 
(eg hairdryers), 
auto parts. 

Microwave dishes, straws, ice 
cream tubs, dip tubs, yoghurt 
containers, medicine bottles, 
takeaway containers, straws.  

       

2 High melting point – can withstand  
extreme temperatures 

3 But rising – Increasingly being 
accepted by kerbside recycling  
but a very small proportion is 
actually recycled.  

 Recycling efforts are on the rise.  

Low substitutability, wide 
industrial use and rising 
recyclability lead to lower risk of 
phase-out. 

6. Polystyrene 
(PS) 

 

 

CD cases  Meat trays, disposable cups 
and plates, protective 
packaging for fragile items, 
water station cups,  
plastic cutlery 
 

      

5 PS containers and casing already being 
phased out, easily substituted with other 
types of plastic or paper.  

2 Plastic cutlery can be recycled  
but not widely done as not  
cost-effective. 

Already less widely used in 
consumer packaging, further 
scope to reduce. 

7. Others 
 

 

Sunglasses, 
computer cases, 
nylon, Lego. 

Multi-material packaging.  
Can help extend shelf life.  
 

        

1 Often plastics are mixed to increase shelf life 
without refrigeration. In India, the 
manufacture of multi-layer plastic has  
recently been banned. 

2 Expensive to recycle as separating 
types of packaging is difficult. 
However mixed plastic recycling 
expected to be improved in the 
next 5 years.  

Hard to phase out for some 
applications, but pressures to 
improve recyclability will increase. 

(Schroders; Ellen McArthur report; UBS; Berenberg; Natural Society). 

 

 

 

 

http://www.plasticexpert.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/images.jpg
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjThavhhbfZAhXhBsAKHX4HCwEQjRwIBw&url=http://wolfcontainer.com/&psig=AOvVaw3487jxJ-ccKDR8LWBUZVcD&ust=1519303751743757
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiJyY23irjZAhULuxQKHWfeD_AQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinking_straw&psig=AOvVaw0PUPMkV4yCfQMk6tl9Kjex&ust=1519339379972671
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwifvKmHhrfZAhXLY8AKHVooCNEQjRwIBw&url=http://www.usiinc.com/blog/spray-foam-insulation/knowing-the-different-types-of-polystyrene-and-why-it-matters/&psig=AOvVaw05Njl9PXduNcu9rwRYXMFs&ust=1519303827713181
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiWhqKYhbjZAhUFORQKHY-gBoQQjRwIBw&url=https://www.dartcontainer.com/products/foodservice-catalog/accessories/cutlery/guildware-extra-heavy-weight-polystyrene-plastic-cutlery/&psig=AOvVaw28jgrtMIxWDUut0OM_yBVs&ust=1519337976923384
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjB1fmqhbjZAhVKnRQKHd59BvcQjRwIBw&url=http://cleanwipes.co.uk/product/white-foam-food-container-medium-hp2/&psig=AOvVaw0ArM92pjFAQqQWOp_oujjc&ust=1519338020322501
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj_i6aqiLfZAhXHAcAKHdtSCJ0QjRwIBw&url=https://www.highspeedtraining.co.uk/hub/plastic-packaging-symbols/&psig=AOvVaw3kYqa1graazZMRHoK5Uk2J&ust=1519304465531644
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi6rIu2h7fZAhVPNMAKHc4ZDA8QjRwIBw&url=http://www.wilko.com/washing-up-liquid+tablets/finish-all-in-one-max-lemon-dishwasher-tablets-65pk/invt/0458066&psig=AOvVaw2LB5w4etFDpZkpC5jnLVpV&ust=1519304220852630
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiu8PDCh7fZAhVDe8AKHVaRCSYQjRwIBw&url=https://jlbrooks.co.uk/capri-sun-orange-200ml-x-10.html&psig=AOvVaw1s7GpBId4z-LScWEqWUm3n&ust=1519304248141184
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Packaging company impacts/responses 

Plastic products that are not easily or cost-effectively recyclable, AND not easily substitutable, are likely to be 
increasingly made from recycled materials or substituted for bio-based materials.  

We have assessed the exposure and strategy of five global plastic packaging manufacturers, estimating potential 
impact on earnings before interest and tax (EBIT). 

– We assessed corporate strategies on: 

Product recyclability targets 

Bio-materials or recycled materials use 

Strategy to reduce plastic volume within products 

– We have assessed corporate exposure to: 

Consumer markets and  

Regions with current or expected plastic reduction strategies (mostly Western markets) 

Below is a breakdown of the qualitative scores we attributed to company strategies (based on public reporting, 
and direct contact). It was interesting to note the companies’ focus on single strategies; in order to succeed long 
term, we would argue that each of the three sustainable packaging pillars ought to be addressed. 

Company 
Recyclability 
targets  

Bio materials/recycled 
content innovation  

Reduction, reusability, 
replacement  

Australian company  Strong Weak Strong 

Small UK company Weak Strong Weak 

Medium US company Weak Neutral Neutral 

Large US company Weak Weak Strong 

Medium UK private company Weak Weak Weak 

Source: Schroders. 

We have translated the above assessment into EBIT impacts by assuming a 10% hit per ‘weak’ strategy and 10% 
increase for a ‘strong’ strategy, applied to the plastics business of each company. This approach takes into 
account the potential opportunities in meeting rising demands from their consumer-facing customers. 

Estimated EBIT impact for packaging companies 

 
Source: Schroders. 
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Which materials could plastic packaging shift towards?  

A natural assumption is that the paper industry will benefit the most from a shift away from consumer plastic 
packaging. The evidence is not as straightforward. 

We have seen three principle independent major studies to date, all of which point towards an existing role for 
plastic for select purposes, but with reduced volumes. 

– While the effects vary by type, Trucost argues that substituting plastics with alternatives would have a 
higher environmental cost, due to the increased volumes needed, so making plastic more sustainably is key 

– With regard to recycled and bioplastic, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation argues that producing recycled 
plastic has a lower carbon impact than producing virgin plastic products, but that it takes more carbon to 
produce bioplastic 

– Boustead Consulting argues that paper grocery bags generate a higher environmental impact than plastic 
bags, due to their lifecycle impacts on fresh water use and increased energy to manufacture  
(see chart below) 

– Research from Sealed Air Corp, a leader in sustainable packaging, demonstrates one of its plastic meat 
packaging films provides significant emissions and cost savings over regular meat packaging. It also 
increases shelf life and reduces food waste 

 

The environmental cost of business as usual plastic, alternatives to plastic and a more sustainable 
plastic in consumer goods 

 
Source: Trucost. 
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BCAL LCA study: Environment impact comparison between polyethylene and paper grocery bags1 

 
Source: Boustead Consulting and Associates Ltd., BAML. 
1The figures represent impacts calculated for carrying equivalent to 1,000 paper bags. Further, it has assumed 1.5:1 plastic to 
paper ratio equating 1,500 plastic bags for every 1,000 paper bags in terms of their carrying capacity. 

 

Plastic packaging will not disappear, but has to be produced more sustainably  

There is an increased need for producing plastic packaging more sustainably – for example, using renewable 
energy in production, or producing similar packaging but with less volume of plastic used. Undertaking life cycle 
assessments (LCA) to understand which packaging material has the most sustainable use will be vital, as well as 
the need to undertake this assessment product by product. 
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Chemicals sector – needs to innovate 

Companies such as DowDupont and LyondellBasell derive a significant proportion of their revenues from 
plastics for packaging, and are starting to innovate into compostable, bio-based plastics as well as different 
types of polymers that can achieve reductions in material used. As well as the polymers themselves, plastics 
also contain a blend of chemical substances. It is difficult to separate out EBIT derived from consumer-facing 
plastic packaging, although as manufacturers face pressure from their consumer-facing customers, the more 
innovative companies are likely to win market share.  

How the chemicals sector could navigate the trend 

 
Source: Schroders. 

Bio-based plastics – the tide is changing…  

The key attraction of bio-based plastics is that they are made from renewable sources. However, bio-based 
plastics are not a silver bullet to the plastic conundrum – they can be hard to recycle, should be made from 
non-edible sources (i.e. ideally second generation biomass), and currently take more carbon dioxide to make 
than virgin plastic. They are also poorly defined, with little consistency on what constitutes ‘bio-based’ – a 
‘bioplastic’ could also mean a plastic that is ‘biodegradable’ but made from fossil-based polymers. They may not 
decompose as perceived, and some need a separate recycling infrastructure to break down.  

Importantly, they are also not yet available in huge quantities and are more expensive to make, currently  
3–4 times the price of using fossil-based polymers.  

However, improvements in cellulose conversion technology used in the extraction of cellulose from non-food 
crops such as corn husks, grass and wood is expected to improve the quality and quantity of bioplastics 
available and reduce their manufacturing costs through yield improvements. Packaging producers and their 
clients may be prepared to pay more to meet their commitments.  

Cellulose waste is the cheapest raw material in the biomass pool of resources and is expected to outrun the 
petroleum-based polymer market due to its competitive price point. 

Innovation in 
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based plastics, 

e.g. PLA (polyactic
acid) as a 
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help achieve 
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efficient plastic
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product portfolio
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The bioplastics market is expected to grow 

 
Source: Grand View Research 2014, European bioplastics 2013, BCC Research 2014, Nexant Inc. 2012. 

Some bioplastics may outperform their plastic counterparts… 

One of the more interesting bioplastics is PEF, which reportedly can reduce non-renewable energy use by  
40–50% and greenhouse gas emissions by 45–55% compared to fossil-based PET – overcoming one of the key 
criticisms of bio-plastics. Major chemical companies are ramping up capacity via joint ventures to capitalise on 
this growth area. 

Oil companies – plastics share of global oil consumption predicted to rise 

A brief look at the oil sector revealed that 4–8% of the world’s oil production is used to make plastics12; roughly 
half of this is used as material feedstock and half as fuel for the production process. This is equivalent to the oil 
consumption of the global aviation sector. Therefore, increased pressure on plastics production adds a 
negative headwind to the challenges already facing the sector, albeit on a modest scale. This research has 
focused on plastic packaging, but as plastic alternatives become available for other purposes (bio-based toy 
building blocks or keyboards), there may be further upstream impacts. 

  

                                                           
12 New Plastics Economy: Rethinking the Future, Ellen MacArthur Foundation, December 2017. 

Global plastics market

– Bioplastic market expected to grow at 30% CAGR 2013–2030
– Traditional plastic expected to grow 3% annually
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Waste management – squaring the circle 

The economics of recycling has to improve 

Despite the recent lack of profitability in the waste management sector, the pressures outlined in previous 
sections have the potential to disrupt sluggish recycling businesses.  

We believe the economics of recycling will start to improve. Infrastructure is already starting to be regulated in 
Europe, and China’s recent decision to restrict waste imports (most of which come from the US, Japan and 
Germany) will lead other regions to invest and innovate to revive their recycling industries. Initially 
governmental subsidies may be necessary to rejuvenate the industry, and any such announcements will create 
a clear inflection point.  

The Ellen MacArthur Foundation recently estimated that after a short first-use cycle, 95% of plastic packaging 
material, to a value USD80–120 billion annually, is lost to the economy; it is only a matter of time before this 
value is recaptured.  

Logically, those countries that rely on exporting their waste to China will suffer the highest waste backlogs; it is 
these regions that should first rejuvenate their waste industries. 

Exports of plastic scrap to China 2016 

 
Data from UN Comtrade Database. Colour indicated sum of value in U.S. dollars; size indicates sum of weight in kilograms. 

 

Europe is already relatively advanced in plastic waste recycling, with an almost 80% increase in the last decade, 
but there is further potential. 
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In ten years, plastic waste recycling has increased by almost 80% 

From 2006 to 2016 the volumes of plastic waste collected for recycling increased by 79%, energy recovery 
increased by 61% and landfill decreased by 43%. 

 
Source: Plastics Europe. 

Fragmented innovation has complicated recycling streams 

While innovation in sustainable forms of plastic (e.g. compostable, bio-based) has risen, it has created 
something of a monster for recyclability. Given the several different types of materials used, all require 
different labelling, sorting and recycling systems. Product innovation has not traditionally been connected to 
after-use systems and infrastructure – this part of the economy is ripe for change. New robotic solutions could 
generate faster progress – for example, automation of recycling plants, new types of colour sorters, recycling 
robots, and further technological developments will be necessary as waste streams become increasingly 
complex. According to BAML research, 80% of surveyed industry members in the US expect fully robotic waste 
sorting and 72% fully robotic recycling plants by 203013. Recycling robots can currently sort c.60 items/minute 
vs. c.40 items/minute for humans, providing potential for a 50% reduction in costs. Social media is playing an 
increasingly important role in communicating with customers to ensure accurate waste sorting at source and 
prevent waste contamination.  

Could recycled plastic be a more attractive feedstock than virgin material?  

Recycled plastics are not necessarily cheaper than alternatives from primary materials, but pricing is less 
volatile. With raw materials accounting for around 58% of the cost of producing plastic packaging, stabilising 
those costs could lead to efficiencies.  

Whereas bio-based materials are more expensive, post-consumer recyclate (PCR) is a similar price to virgin 
polymer (unless it has been approved for use in food containers, in which case it is slightly more expensive due 
to the need for more careful sorting). In theory, the PCR price should remain static as the cost drivers are 
collection, sorting, cleaning and re-processing, whereas the drivers for plastics are linked to oil, gas and naptha 
prices. This naturally means that prices of PCR are high during oil price lows – but the lack of volatility can be 
helpful in securing stable supply and costs.  

Another benefit is the carbon impact – the Ellen MacArthur Foundation report estimates that producing recycled 
plastic has a lower carbon impact than producing virgin plastic products.  

                                                           
13 Waste Primer, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, June 2018, p39. 
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Corporate exposure 

Given fragmentation and localisation in the industry, the winners and losers are widely dispersed and 
challenging to mark out.  

– In Europe, in the market in ‘reverse vending machines’ could proliferate. Such machines are already used 
widely across parts of Europe – an extension to the UK (and potentially other regions) could make 
manufacturers of such machines clear winners – although the impacts on kerbside recycling schemes needs 
to be considered 

– There are signals that key European waste operators are starting to innovate in recycling. In the UK, coffee 
chain Costa has pledged a supplement to waste companies of £70 per tonne of coffee cups collected, and in 
turn, Veolia has increased coffee cup recycling by 300% over the past 12 months14. Suez has pledged 
support for the concept of Extended Producer Responsibility, which has been quickly gaining traction. Paper 
mill operators such as DS Smith are also benefiting from increased volumes of quality waste fibre from 
coffee cups, making more cross-sector tie-ups likely 

– China will need to localise the sorting of domestic waste; we believe local players are likely to benefit. We 
are already seeing some food retailers across Asia implementing plastic reduction targets, for example 
Nestle India, ThaiBev and Hindustan Unilever all have recycling and recyclability commitments, which is 
likely to bring about increased demand for recycling facilities 

– The US is a major exporter of waste to China – we think innovation here is unlikely to come from existing 
waste management companies which have not displayed much innovation to date, and more likely from 
small start-ups. Recent announcements from major consumer companies like Starbucks and Walmart are 
likely to set the ball in motion 

We think that recent Chinese waste import restrictions coupled with increased political and regulatory 
pressure on plastic waste is creating ideal conditions for a more efficient, cost-effective and joined-up 
recycling industry. New geographies, new applications and new products could lead to market growth  
of 7–9%.  

                                                           
14 Veolia press release, August 2018. 

https://www.veolia.co.uk/press-releases/veolia-breaks-new-ground-recycling-120-million-coffee-cups
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How is Schroders responding? 

Corporate disclosure has been slow to catch up with the rapid proliferation of political activity, regulation and 
consumer awareness of plastic packaging. Throughout 2018, we have been contacting companies across the 
consumer, materials and waste management sectors; this work will continue into 2019. A sample of 
engagement topics for each sector is below, although the exact questions vary according to business structure. 
Given the global scope of holdings, we are establishing an understanding of regional responses and trends. 

Sector Sample engagement topic 

All 

– Involvement in industry-wide plastic management pacts such as the Plastics Pact 

– Risk assessment and analysis of trends 

– Public policy position 

– Quantification of positive or negative impact of trend on business segments 

Beverages,  
food producers,  
food retailers 

– Impact assessment e.g. different types of plastics used; journey to transition 

– Life-cycle assessments including carbon and water impacts; engagement with suppliers 

– Involvement in reverse vending, position on ‘Extended Producer Responsibility’ 

– Labelling commitments; industry collaboration 

– Cost analysis of single use plastic bans or taxes 

– Engagement with customers; understanding consumer demands 

– Policy on refillables (bottlers only) 

– Transition from plastic to other packaging types 

– Quantitative targets on recycled content, recyclability, and reduction in plastic  
packaging volumes 

Restaurants 

– Targets and commitments, transition to other types of packaging 

– Cost assessment; cost/benefit analysis of switching  

– Engagement with customers 

– Strategy on green/bio-based materials and how these should be disposed of – 
engagement with waste managers  

Packaging 
companies 

– Life-cycle analysis of different plastic types (and versus other types of packaging) 

– Quantitative targets on reduction of plastic volumes; improvements in recyclability; and 
recycled content 

– Engagement with suppliers 

– Identifying products at risk of phase-out; identifying replacements 

Chemicals 

– Analysis of market trends, engagement with customers 

– Revenues derived from different plastic types and from plastic packaging 

– Strategy/research on bio-based plastics and life cycle impacts; type of feedstock used; JVs 
and research partners 

– Identifying opportunities in product development to reduce plastic use  

Waste 
management 

– Impact of China waste import ban on business  

– Review ability to recycle/dispose of different products (e.g. mixed plastic, compostables); 
future-proofing recycling equipment and facilities 

– Engagement with the industry and with packaging developers/chemicals companies for 
a more joined-up/closed loop approach to recycling 
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